Welcome to the premiere issue of the In the Know News Brief, designed to keep you up-to-date on the latest content news, as well as user tips, tools and training to help you get the most from your LexisNexis® Academic subscription. If you’d like to suggest future topics of interest, please contact us at academicinfo@lexisnexis.com.

**Content News**

Introducing eight new publications from the Street.com, a leading provider of financial news, commentary, analysis, ratings, and business and investment content:

**Jim Cramer’s Action Alerts PLUS:** Jim Cramer and Stephanie Link actively manage a charitable trust portfolio and reveal all of their money management tactics while giving advance notice before every trade.


**MainStreet:** Providing personal finance tips and advice covering lifestyle news, life-stage planning and financial resources, MainStreet topics also include digital wallet technology, student loan debt, real estate, automobiles, consumer dynamics and retirement.


**Stockpickr:** This publication tracks the holdings of many of the top mutual and hedge funds and super investors. A variety of stories highlighting investment topics and portfolios provide a quick picture of daily market moves.


**Stocks Under $10:** David Peltier, protégé of Jim Cramer, uncovers high-quality, low-dollar stocks with extraordinary upside potential that are flying under Wall Street’s radar.


**The Daily Swing Trade:** Leading swing trader Alan Farley helps sophisticated investors maximize returns by leveraging price mechanisms and identifying hard-to-find trading opportunities.

**TheStreet.com Breakout Stocks:** Using sophisticated stock screening software and his own fundamental research, Bryan Ashenberg identifies 15 to 25 breakout stocks—largely overlooked small and mid-cap stocks—primed for incredible growth.


**TheStreet.com Top Stocks:** Jim Cramer describes Helene Meisler as one of the best technicians on Wall Street. With Top Stocks, Meisler uses short- and long-term indicators to pinpoint imminent breakouts in stocks.


**RealMoney:** Jim Cramer and 30+ Wall Street professionals write daily, with actionable advice ranging from technical analysis to momentum market trading to reliable, fundamental stock picking. Real Money offers a wealth of advice and analysis for all styles of investing.


**Featured Tip**

Access Documents Where and When You Need Them

LexisNexis Academic now offers document delivery to the cloud, allowing you to save documents to Dropbox™ and Google Drive™ for easy access from any device.

**Cloud Storage Advantages**

- Offers quick, convenient document delivery.
- Organizes all of your research in one, easily-accessible LexisNexis Academic folder in your DropBox™ or Google Drive™ account storage.
- Reduces in-box clutter and the need to monitor junk folders for critical research documents.
- Eliminates the need for a flash drive to take documents with you off-campus. Simply deliver to your cloud account for access wherever you go.

Training Webinars

Take Advantage of LexisNexis Academic Training Webinars

Topics this month include:
- LexisNexis Academic Overview
- Legal Resources in LexisNexis Academic
- Business Resources in LexisNexis Academic
- Shepard’s® in LexisNexis Academic

See dates/times and register for a Webinar:

Usage Statistics

Usage statistics for LexisNexis Academic are available at http://usage.lexisnexis.com. Usage statistics are updated by approximately the 15th of the month with the previous month’s usage data. For questions or to request sign-in credentials, please contact your account representative.